
PLEASE CONTACT OUR SERVICE & REPAIRS DEPARTMENT  
FOR ANY SITE SURVEYS OR QUOTATIONS. 

TELEPHONE - 01909 568 010 

ANY UPGRADE/MODIFICATION TO THE DOOR MUST BE CARRIED 
OUT BY A QUALIFIED DOOR ENGINEER 

Emergency Steel Fire Exit Doors can be forgotten by the employers and are often excluded from any 
service regime. Due to the fact that the doors are rarely used on a daily basis. However this is a  

mistake as the product title states “Emergency Fire Exit Door”. This product is designed for a fast & 
safe means of escape for personnel during a fire condition. The thought of the door not opening  
during a real fire and personnel being hurt is not worth thinking about. This could also expose the 

employer to prosecution. 

We would like to offer our services in carrying out a Service Contract  
on your Fire Exit Doors. 

Our Engineers check & 
replace any worn or  

damaged seals. Damaged 
seals allow thermal  
leakage which adds 

pounds to your heating bill  
& increases your company 

Carbon Footprint. 

Friction Stays or Door 
Closers are adjusted to 
prevent any over travel 
which can sprain the 

hinges, twist the frame or 
damage any adjacent 

sheeting. 

Operation of Panic Bar 
mechanisms are checked 
on site (we carry in stock 
various ranges of Panic 

Bar hardware). 

Our Engineers check & 
replace any worn or  

damaged seals. Damaged 
seals allow thermal  
leakage which adds 

pounds to your heating bill  
& increases your company 

Carbon Footprint. 

Panic Rods & Pullman 
catches are checked for 
alignment & damage  

security of the door can be 
compromised if they are 
not engaging in the frame 

correctly. 

Circumstances often change & sometimes 
the employer may require entry from the 
outside. Our Engineers can retrofit an 

External Access Device on site. 

Signage is checked & 
replaced in full  
if required. 

A service label would be 
discreetly placed inside  

the frame. 

Existing hinges can be 
upgraded on site with new 

Anti-Jemmy  
Dog Bolt Hinges. 

Thresholds are checked 
for any deformity. If the 
membrane is broken  

underneath the Threshold 
then water ingress  

can occur. 

Doors can be upgraded with 
kickplates to prevent dents in 

the door leaf (if the door is used 
regularly) 

Mechanical Stops can be fitted 
outside to prevent over travel, 

spraining of the hinges & twisting of 
the frame for windy exposed doors. 


